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difficult for the boy and girl to understand.
Let us state it as usually given, and explain
tt step by step, with the practical help of
problems. The rule tells us to—
Set the like terms one under the other in
the minuend and subtrahend, then chang-e all
the signs of the subtrahend and proceed as in
addition.
We have learned how to add, and know
tha.t the algebraic sum of Sa and —Sa equals
5a:
8a first number
—Sa  second number
5a sum
In addition in arithmetic, we know that if
either number be subtracted from the sum,
the difference must be the other number.
Here, then, if we subtract —Sa from 5a,
what is left must equal the first number, and
it is Sa, no matter how strange the number
may look to you. In performing this sub-
traction, we know that the result reached
must be Sa. So far, simply keep in mind
that we have only applied to algebra an
arithmetical truth, that either term in addi-
tion, if subtracted from the sum, gives the
other term as a remainder; no matter how
unreal the result of such a subtraction may
look to us we are forced to believe it is
correct.
See if here is further proof: If we add
—Sa and 3a the sum is —5a:
—Sa first number
Sa  second number
—5a  sum
Subtract Sa from —5a and the remainder,
if our rule of arithmetic is true, must be
—8a, for that is the other number.
Again, the sum of —Sa and —Sa is —lla:
 —	Sa first number
 —	Sa  second number
—lla sum
Subtract —3a from —lla and the re-
mainder must be the first term, —8a.
Now let us show these last three problems
in subtraction side by side. We have under-
stood the explanations given, for we know
they are based on arithmetical truths we
Ixave long known:
—lla
Sa  — Sa
— Sa
Minuend	5ct
Subtrahend    —Sa
Remainder         Sa
Note once more that in these problems in
 subtraction the algebraic sum of each sub-
trahend and remainder equals its minuend.
These, then, are correct solutions of the
above problems; and from our experience
with them we desire to learn the shortest
method for subtraction and the briefest pos-
sible rule to apply.
Look at the three problems above. In each
the same remainder would have been found
had we imagined the signs in the subtrahends
to have been changed and the minuends and
subtrahends then added. Apply this rule to
each of the three examples :
Arrange the problem so that like terms in
the minuend and subtrahend -will be one above
the other; change all the signs in the sub-
trahend from H- to — and from — to + and
proceed as in addition. The result will be the
remainder sought.
If we have made clear the reason for the
above rule a difficult task has been per-
formed.
Multiplication. If we desire to set down
graphically the product of abcx and btfxy
we find the factor & is taken twice, the factor
c three times, the factor x twice, and each
remaining factor once. Therefore, the result
of our multiplication, written in expanded
form, is abbcccxxy, or, simplified, atfcVy.
As in arithmetic, the little figures at the
right and slightly above the letter are called
exponents, and each indicates the number of
times the letter or term is to be taken; cf
means the square of a, or a multiplied by
itself, or a raised to the second power. If
a stands alone the first power of a, or a1, is
understood. The problem in the paragraph
above makes it clear that in multiplication
we add the exponents of like terms. Thus,
a2Xa=a2X«1==a3*
Applying the suggestions, note the various
steps in the solution of the following prob-
lem in multiplication :
The signs in this problem are all -f, but
it is certain that many will contain the —
sign. Let us see what it means. We are
required to find the product of — 5#V and
3#. Since — 5#V indicates that 5x*y is to be
subtracted, then multiplying — 5a?y is equiv-
alent to subtracting 5xzy Sx times, or to sub-
tracting the product of 5x*y and 3# once.
The product, therefore, is — 15#V
Observe  the  analysis  of  the  following

